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Company: Dubai Limited

Location: united arab emirates

Category: other-general

Category: Consulting Career Level: Experienced (Non-Managerial) Experience: 3 Years

Required Qualification: CFA Requires Traveling: No Salary: Salary Not disclosed Salary Type:

Per Month Total Vacancies: 1 Skills company finance consultant providing financial services focus

innovation solutions requirements major economics professional licensing regulations

commodities level international investment wealth management passport financial markets

gulf region financial analysis forex trading service-broker DescriptionCompany Overview: At

APC Finance Consultant, we specialize in providing top-notch financial services to our

clients. With a focus on excellence and innovation, we are committed to delivering tailored

solutions that meet the unique needs of our diverse clientele. Job Requirements: To thrive in

this role, candidates should meet the following criteria: • Hold a Bachelor’s degree, preferably

with a major in finance or economics. • Have successfully passed the professional licensing

exams in the financial regulations and laws of the United Arab Emirates as mandated by the

Securities and Commodities Authority. • Have passed the Level III professional licensing

exam related to the International Certificate in Investment and Wealth Management, as

required by the Securities and Commodities Authority. • Possess a valid passport and

residency in the United Arab Emirates. • Demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of Arab

financial markets and exchanges, with a particular focus on the Arabian Gulf region. About

the Position: Initially, the role will involve a blend of onsite and remote work arrangements.

The salary for this position will be determined following the final interview. Please note that

our HR department will only contact a select number of candidates for interviews according

to our company policies and job requirements. About APC Finance Consultant: As a
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startup, we are currently completing licensing requirements from the Securities and

Commodities Authority, with final approval expected within the next six months. Upon

obtaining this final licensing, we plan to launch subscription services in financial analysis and

consultancy focused on Arab financial markets. Our team boasts extensive experience in the

field and has previously founded several successful companies outside of the United Arab

Emirates. We offer a positive and evolving work environment that encourages growth and

collaboration. Job SpecificationTaher Jaoura (Recruiter) is in search of talented and

motivated individuals for the post of Advisory Financial Analyst in the field of Consulting in one

of their office located in Dubai - United Arab Emirates. The ideal candidate should have cfa

qualification and atleast 3 years of experience. The position require company, finance,

consultant, providing, financial services, focus, innovation, solutions, requirements, major,

economics, professional, licensing, regulations, commodities, level, international, investment,

wealth management, passport, financial markets, gulf, region, financial analysis, forex,

trading, service-broker mandatory skills. This is a Full-Time morning shift

job.Disclaimer:Vacancies.ae is an exclusive platform that ought to help jobseekers &

employers to be joint. We restrict any endorsement that demand for money and strictly advice

against sharing personal or bank related information. If you notice any deception or fraudulent,

kindly send us an email at support@vacancies.ae.
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